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PYSA Fall 2012 Placement Tournament (PT) and BYE information: 
  

• The PT will be scheduled August 3rd- 5th for the U12-U19 Boys and August 17th-19th for the U11-U19 Girls and U11 Boys.  
The fee for registration in the PT will be $200.00.  Teams qualifying for the BYEs will be required to pay a fee of $100 for 
placement into the league.  If a Team does not want to participate in the PT, they may register for the league, pay no 
tournament fee, and will automatically be placed in the lowest division for their age group. The number of teams in each 
division will be determined after registration.  Upon completion of the PT the Vice President has the sole discretion to adjust 
the divisions as needed.  

• BYE’s will be issued in age groups U12-U19 to the top 9 teams Division 1.  This will only apply to the Division 1 teams that 
maintained N+1 and will be based on the combined standings from Fall to Spring of the previous year. 

• Priority used in issuing the BYES will be: 
o 1st-9th in PPL Division 1 
o Teams moving from Classic/Lake Highlands to Plano will be determined by points in the Challenge games or Lake 

Highlands Qualifier. 
• U11's will be seeded based upon the best information available, i.e. tournaments since signing day, with a heavier emphasis 

placed on the qualifying tournaments for Classic and Lake Highlands.  
• As is done during league play, each team must have their medical releases on hand during the PT as well as a copy of their 

most updated roster. 
• Each team participating in the PT will be required to pay the referee fees which will be (½) the middle and (1) linesman.  

The PT games will be shortened games, 25 minute halves for U11-U12, 30 minute halves for U13 - U14 and 35 minute 
halves for U15-U19. 

The referee fees will be: 
U11-U12—Middle $30 Linesman $20  (each team brings $35) ($15 for the middle and $20 for a linesman) 

            U13-U14—Middle $34 Linesman $23   (each team brings $40) ($17 for the middle and $23 for a linesman) 
            U15-U19—Middle $40 Linesman $26   (each team brings $46) ($20 for the middle and $26 for a linesman) 

Teams need to bring correct change to the field! 
  

• Each team needs to complete and bring a misconduct report/game roster to every 
game,http://www.planoyouthsoccer.org/PDF/compgameroster.doc, and give it to the center referee. (Guest players are not 
allowed) 

• Home team wear’s white and will be required to change if there is a color conflict. However, the visiting team cannot wear 
white, or a light color, to force the home team into a jersey change. If the visiting team wears white they will be required to 
change. 

• Each team needs to bring a game ball to every game. 
• There is no warming up in the penalty area (18 yard box). 
• At the referees discretion water breaks will be given at (or near) the 15 minute mark of every half for 1 minute, the 

referee’s will stop their clock for the water break. 
• Trainers will be available. 

Team Standing: 

Team standings will be based on the following scoring system: 

Win = 6 points, plus 1 point for each goal scored, (max of 3 goals) 

Tie = 3 points, plus 1 point for each goal scored, (max of 3 goals) 

Loss = 0 points, plus 1 point for each goal scored, (max of 3 goals) 

Bonus = 1 point is awarded for a shutout (opponent not scoring) 

Forfeit = Scored as a 3-0 win and a total of 10 points will be awarded 

 Some divisions may have three teams and others may have four.  For the groups with three teams they will play two games and we 
will take that total, divide by two and multiple by three for their points. 
  
Tie Breakers 
Tie Breakers will be determined in the following priority: 
(1) Point Total  
(2) Head to Head  
(3) Goal differential, the number of goals scored minus the number of goals allowed 
(4) Most Goals scored (max of 3 goals) 
(5) Fewest Penalty Card Points, the card points will be figured using one point for each yellow card and two for each red card. 
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